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Our motivation for present research is to discuss 
the physics of plasma and sheath system consistently. 
It has been reported that the system of DC dis
charged Ar plasma with thermionic cathode exhibits 
forced or self-excited chaotic oscillation. We showed 
the result of analysis of chaotic oscillation on forced
oscillation system by assuming charge distributions for 
each species and solving the Poisson equation with a 
linear approximation l ). To improve the approximation 
for describing electric current composed of many ions 
motion, the self-consistent method is necessary. The 
convective scheme has an advantage that statistical er
rors arising from the limited particle number are small, 
because the distribution function can be treated as con
tinuous function2

). In the research, we report the simu
lation results of ion acoustic wave in the plasma-sheath 
system and report the theoretical analysis on the mode. 
The growth of the wave can be interpreted as the linear 
phenomena. 

Simulation setting is one dimensional system de
scribed by the velocity-coordinate phase space, and we 
investigate only ion motion. The force acting on the 
ion is considered only electric field from the Poisson 
equation. We assume electron distribution as the Boltz
mann distribution. The kinetic equation of ion distri
bution function and the Poisson equation are coupled 
together. 
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Then f denotes ion distribution function. We ex
press the time variation due to collision by a simpli
fied Fokker-Planck collision term and a source term , 
neglecting the diffusion. Then S denotes the intensity 
of uniform source in space and v denotes the friction 
coefficient, which is a model of ion-neutral collision, n 
and ne denote ion and electron density, respectively. 
We arrange numerical mesh in two dimensional phase 
spaces and move the particles associated with individ
ual cells to new locations determined by the equation of 
motion under the electric field, Mfi = eE - vi;. Bound
ary condition is that two electrodes are set as constant 
potentials, i.e., anode is zero and cathode is kept con
stant ¢o. We take notice of the concave electric po
tential (well-type potential), which has been confirmed 
by our previous theory and experiments l ). We summa
rize simulation results. 1. Equidistant spectral lines of 
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ion current are observed and they peak at a low and 
a high frequencies. 2. Standing waves exist in the flat 
part of the electric potentia1.3. We obtain the disper
sion relation such as linear line with respect to wave 
number. These modes are found to be the ion acoustic 
wave with mode number 1, 2 and so on. 4. If we ex
amine the relation between remained ion density in the 
system and mode number, it is found that the prod
uct of wave number and the Debye length, i.e., char
acteristic length, is kept constant. 5. The spectrum 
of low-frequency component becomes clearer than the 
high frequency component in dissipative case. 

By a linear fluid theory, we introduce a characteris
tic equation and examine the dispersion relation of the 
growth rate. We express the unperturbed solution with 
o and the first order perturbation with l. Combining 
the equation of continuity and the equation of motion, 
and using condition of charge neutrality, we obtain next 
equation. 

where Cs is the ion acoustic speed ..jTe/ M. We as
sume the distribution of ion flow velocity and solve eq. 
(3) under the condition of continuation of the solution 
between sheath regions and bulk plasma. In sheaths 
the flow is approximated by a linear function of x and 
in the bulk plasma the flow can be set to zero. At 
the cathode sheath or the anode sheath, we expand the 
first order density as the Taylor series. In the bulk 
plasma region, we set the density change as a wave 
form sinusoidally. Considering that the mode is ion 
acoustic wave, we substitute these conditions into eq. 
(3) and use next relations, W = 0'+ i" k = kr + iI\" 

0= Cs kr (1- 8;:k2 )' I\, = J (,(1- 8;:k2 )+~) ,where, 
denotes the gro;th rate. S~tting 1\,2 .(.( 1, we examine 
the dependence of growth rate , on wave number kr • 

It is found that the product of peak mode number and 
sum of sheath width is constant. Also, in the dissipative 
case v =f 0, the condition of parameters, which the fun
damental mode increases, is found. The increasing of 
intensity of low frequency component in the dissipative 
system can be explained. 

From numerical and theoretical results, it is found 
that asymmetry of the boundary conditions, whose fac
tors are ion flow velocities and sheath widths at cath
ode and anode, destabilizes strongly a mode of the ion 
acoustic wave in the bulk plasma. Our result suggests 
that the oscillation of electric current observed in Ull" 

driven experimental system can be interpreted by the 
fundamental mode of destabilized ion acoustic wave. 
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